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This is classroom 3A. Their teacher is Miss Mary.

It is a very lively class with nice children.

Every day the kids work very hard. They have art 
classes, they play outside and sometimes they 
have Physical Excercise.

There are 26 children in this group. They are all 
different and all really good fun!

Would you like to know who they are, what their 
names are, what they like to do and eat and 
when they were born? You can read all of that on 
the following pages!

Ah yes, one child was not in school when this pic-
ture was taken. Can you discover who that was?

CLASSROOM 3A
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Andrew has brown hair. He likes to put gel in his hair before 
going to school. When he does, he stands on a stool in front of 
the bathroom mirror and looks really tough!

Andrew likes to take brown bread sandwiches with jam to 
school. He is not allowed to drink milk because he’s allergic to 
that. That is also why he is not allowed to have any cookies or 
cakes when the other children celebrate their birthdays.

Andrew was born in spring on the 12th of May and at school he 
enjoys drawing more than anything. His favourite colour is red.

In his room Andrew has an aquarium with tropical fish. It also 
contains a very special animal which cleans the fish. Do you 
know what it’s called? A cleaner shrimp!

When school is finished, Andrew likes to play at being a cow-
boy. Sitting on his horse and with his lasso he catches other 
children, as if they are ‘real’ cows! The children run away and 
he gallops after them. Sometimes he actually catches them and 
then everyone cheers!

THIS IS ANDREW
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Brian likes to dress up, especially as a pirate. Do you enjoy 
dressing up too?

Brian has blond hair and blue eyes. He’s got lots of freckles on 
his nose and cheeks.

He was born on the 20th of February, in winter, and he is one of 
twins! That means that he has a brother who is exactly the sa-
me age. Do you know any twins? Brian and his brother were 
born too early. So as babies they should really have spent a few 
weeks more inside their mother’s tummy.

Brian loves to eat French fries with a burger. He likes to meet 
with friends after school and play outside.

At home, he has a pirate’s den in the garden, with a pirate flag 
and telescope. On Wednesday afternoons they have a picnic in 
there with pirate lemonade and pirate sausage rolls. They also 
often dig for pirate treasures in the sandpit. If they dig very 
deep they find golden sand!

Brian has a secret which is shared only by his parents and bro-
ther: they are going to have a little sister! But don’t tell anyone, 
ok!

THIS IS BRIAN
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Caroline was born on 3 September in Kenya. She has black 
hair which is slightly frizzy and her skin is brown.

She prefers to wear her yellow T-shirt with a picture of a pink ice 
cream cone. That is because she really loves strawberry ice cre-
am. Do you prefer strawberry ice cream too?

With one ear Caroline can hear a little bit less than with the 
other. But with both ears she can hear you perfectly!

At school she likes to paint, and she always comes to school on 
her red scooter.

Caroline would like to become a doctor when she grows up. 
She likes to play that she is a doctor already, and cures all her 
cuddly toy animals.

She has a parrot who can talk; he always says “Hello, hello, I 
am here!” The other day he called her father “darling”. Caroline 
almost fell off her chair laughing. The parrot is very tame. Some-
times it even sits on her head!

Caroline likes to play on the climbing frame in the playground. 
She can do wonderful tricks on it. She can even do a bird’s 
nest! Who knows what that is?

THIS IS CAROLINE
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Dennis has blond hair with lots of curls. Every day he takes two 
slices of white bread with chocolate spread to school for lunch.

He was born on the 6th of December. Do you know which holi-
day is celebrated on that day? Yes, you are right, Saint Nicho-
las!

Dennis often plays by himself and likes everything to remain the 
same. So sometimes he gets angry if his mother has given him 
a different bag to take to school.

His favourite colours are gold, silver and orange. Dennis has a 
bed shaped like a red racing car and he always sleeps with his 
socks on! Do you?

Dennis likes fossils and dinosaurs. He likes to play at being a 
dino. He plays that he hatches from an egg and grows very 
quickly. And then he growls like a real dinosaur! He also wat-
ches his favourite film about dinosaurs every day and can recall 
every sentence!

THIS IS DENNIS
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Emily’s birthday is in the autumn, on October 21st. She is quite 
small for her age and she has brown hair which she usually 
wears braided.

She really loves dancing in her purple tights and pink ballet out-
fit. That is why her favourite colour is pink.

Emily coughs a lot, and frequently needs to go to the doctor. 
Sometimes he gives her a little inhaler to breathe through. It 
helps her breathe more easily.

Emily enjoys a sing-along and at school she likes reading out 
loud. After school she likes to play with the girls from her class. 
She would like it best of all if she could see them every day!

At home she has a microphone so that she can sing along with 
music. She often does that in her bedroom. It has a pink wall 
full of birdhouses and a real swing! So she can swing in her be-
droom! How would you like that?

Emily often performs in public. She dresses up and dances and 
sings, just like a real singer. Recently she performed at a school 
event and she received a huge amount of applause.

THIS IS EMILY
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Fiona has long red hair with lots of little curls. Her favourite co-
lour is blue, just like the colour of her eyes. Her skin is very pale 
so she has to make sure to use lots of suntan lotion when the 
sun shines.

She was born in hospital on the 18th of March. She was 1 ft and 
8 inches long and weighed almost 8 pounds.

Fiona likes to eat cheese and sausages. And French fries too. 
How about you?

Secretly, Fiona is in love with George, but no one is supposed 
to know! Do you ever fall in love?

Fiona understands everything very quickly. So sometimes she 
gets rather bored. That is why the teacher gives her extra work 
to do.

At home she has five hamsters in a large cage. They always run 
very fast in their little green treadmill and sometimes they have 
little baby-hamsters. 

Fiona has her own little corner in the back garden, where she 
grows tomatoes and pumpkins. She often works in her garden 
and waters the plants every day. Have you ever tried growing 
your own plants?

THIS IS FIONA
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George is quite tall. He is also very strong and can run fast. He 
likes to wear his blue and yellow sports shoes to school.

George had a split in his upper lip, which the doctor has clo-
sed. Because of that he has difficulties speaking. Every week 
he goes to a lady who helps him with that.

He likes music and plays the guitar. On the walls in his room he 
has posters of his favourite group. Do you have a song you like 
best?

George was born on the 31st of December, the last day of the 
year. That means he always gets to stay up late and see fire-
works on his birthday! And of course eat lots of nice food!

He wants to become a fireman later. His favourite activity is play-
ing with the garden hose when the weather is nice. He pretends 
to extinguish a fire on the slide and in the shed. He also plays 
at rescuing the cat out of the tree.

George also thinks it is good fun to fly a kite. Whenever there is 
a bit of wind he takes his yellow kite over to the big field. Can 
you manage to fly a kite?

THIS IS GEORGE
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Helen has long blond hair and often wears a light blue ribbon. 
She has brown eyes. Helen was born at home, on 11 Novem-
ber at 3 p.m.

She can play the violin and enjoys reading. She likes to look out 
of the window, observing the birds and butterflies. She has a 
lunch box decorated with rabbits that she brings to school eve-
ry day.

Helen is rather quiet and shy. When the teacher asks her a 
question she replies in a very quiet voice and sometimes she 
blushes. Helen would like to play with the other girls but she 
does not dare to ask.

Helen would like to work in a circus. The other children do not 
know it, but she has a bicycle with one wheel only on which 
she can race around in circles!

And tomorrow she is going to ask if Lilian wants to come cy-
cling after school. Do you think that this time she will have 
enough courage to do so?

THIS IS HELEN
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Irene adores animals. Horses are her favourite animals, but she 
also likes monkeys, dogs and giraffes. What is your favourite 
animal?

Purple is her favourite colour and she was born on the 6th of 
April, in spring.

One of her legs is a little shorter than the other and that is why 
she has special soles inside her shoes. Every week Irene goes 
to someone who helps her to do exercises. That is called a phy-
sical therapist.

She likes to eat pancakes with apple and very occasionally she 
is allowed to take some to school. Her favourite subject is ma-
thematics. And of course she enjoys the morning break!

Irene has a dog called Pippa. Pippa always sleeps on her bed, 
although her mother does not allow it! As soon as everyone is 
asleep, Pippa sneaks upstairs and with her nose she quietly 
opens the door of Irene’s bedroom. Every morning her mother 
finds the dog sound asleep on Irene’s bed!

Later, Irene wants to become a dog trainer. Pippa can already 
perform all kinds of tricks: she can walk on her hind legs and 
she can jump over Irene’s back when she asks her to do so. 
The funny thing is that Pippa only listens to her! But perhaps 
she will perform a trick for you if you ask her!

THIS IS IRENE
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Jack looks tough, with long hair. His hair is brown, just like his eyes. 
His nose is not quite straight; it is what is called an upturned nose.

Jack is quite sturdily built. His parents want him to take more exerci-
se because of that. The only problem is that he does not yet know 
which sports he would like. Perhaps you can suggest something for 
him?

Jack’s favourite colour is green. He is good at computer games, and 
at school he most of all likes to watch television.

His favourite clothes are jeans and a green pullover with a hood. Eve-
ry evening they are put into the washing machine and the next mor-
ning he quickly puts them on again. They are so comfortable!

Jack was born on 16 September, and as it happens on his birthday it 
is almost always beautiful weather!

Jack has a rabbit. It’s a girl and she is white with black spots. Do you 
have any idea what she is called? Yes, Spot!

Jack’s hobby is carpentry. Recently he made a nice little house for 
Spot, and painted it in camouflage colours. That means it was pain-
ted mostly in green and brown colours, so that the house doesn’t 
show up in the garden.

The house also has a little staircase which Spot uses as a slide. She 
sits down at the top and whoosh, she slides down on her behind!

THIS IS JACK
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Kevin is a tease. He is always telling jokes and likes to fool the 
teacher and the other children.

Kevin had a little hole in his heart when he was a baby. The doc-
tor in the hospital has sewn it up very neatly. That means that 
he has had an operation and now Kevin has a scar on his 
chest. But you can only see that when he is changing clothes 
for doing PE.

Kevin was born on the 20th of February and he has long legs. 
He can jump both far and high. That is why he wants to join an 
athletics club later and win lots of medals!

Oh yes, and Kevin is Brian’s twin brother! Do you remember 
which secret Kevin shares with his brother?

Kevin and Brian share a room; they sleep in a bunk bed. That 
way they can have a chat and a laugh before going to sleep. 
And they think up ways in which Kevin can fool people the next 
day!

Playing card games is one of Kevin’s favourite occupations. He 
often wins, but really does not mind if he loses. Do you?

THIS IS KEVIN
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Lilian was born on the 5th of July in a village in China. Her pa-
rents were unable to look after her and that is why she now has 
new parents, who are very happy to have her. It is called being 
adopted.

Lilian has black hair and her eyes are a little narrow. She has 
two toes which have grown together, but that does not bother 
her at all.

Lilian’s favourite food is sausages and mash potatoes, and gum-
drops. She always whistles while riding her red bicycle to 
school with her red boots on. Can you whistle already?

Lilian’s birthday is in summer and some people are already on 
holiday by that time. That is why she always has a party well be-
fore the holiday starts. Next time they are going to celebrate by 
having an outing to the zoo.  She thinks polar bears are the 
most beautiful animals in the world. Which animal do you think 
is the most beautiful?

After school Lilian enjoys riding around on her bicycle. In au-
tumn she looks for acorns which she takes to the deer. They all 
come running when they see her. The deer always sneeze in 
such a funny way, it really makes Lilian laugh.

THIS IS LILIAN
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Muhammad has a light brown skin, brown eyes and black hair. 
His parents come from Morocco but Muhammad himself was 
born in the US. On the 10th of January, with snow everywhere.

Muhammad’s hobby is soccer. He often takes a soccer ball to 
school so he can play during the break.

Muhammad has glasses because things which are far away he 
cannot see very well. With his glasses on he can see every-
thing. Important, because he needs to see the ball coming!

Recently Muhammad went to an Open Day at his favourite soc-
cer club. He had his photograph taken with the mascot and 
was given a photograph with the signatures of all the players!

When the weather is nice, Muhammad plays bottle-soccer with 
his friends. Everyone has a bottle filled with water and the 
others have to try and kick it over with the ball. When your bottle 
is empty, you have lost. Sometimes he gets all wet himself too!

It is good fun when fathers join in as well. All the children join 
forces to try and kick over the bottles of their fathers, and of 
course to soak them as much as possible!

THIS IS MUHAMMAD
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Nadine loves to wear dresses and skirts with gaily coloured 
tights. Usually she wears hairpins with flowers.

There is almost nothing Nadine likes to eat. In fact, she only li-
kes the taste of macaroni, without anything else. But of course 
that is not very healthy, so she does have to learn to eat diffe-
rent foods!

Her parents moved here from a different part of the country, and 
this is her first year in the school where Miss Mary teaches. 
When she talks, it sounds a bit different from the way the other 
children talk.

Nadine was born in autumn, on the 4th of October. Her grand-
parents recently gave her a new pair of roller skates. Now she 
goes out every day after school to skate in the street. Do you 
roller-skate? Or perhaps ice-skating in winter?

Nadine uses brightly coloured chalks to draw lines on the pave-
ment and she tries to glide over them with her skates. She also 
thinks it is fun to make a treasure hunt, using her coloured 
chalks to draw big arrows on the pavement. Everyone in the 
street then wonders where all those arrows lead!

THIS IS NADINE
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Owen has dark, spiky hair and blue eyes. He is very keen on 
army trucks, planes and helicopters. He always uses a backpack 
in camouflage colours for his gym kit. He finds that really cool.

Owen is full of energy and is always covered with bruises and 
scrapes because he falls all the time. He is not very good at sit-
ting still. Most of all, he wants to be active all day. That is why he 
prefers to play outside, because there he can run and lark about!

He likes to tease the girls from his class.  They usually reply by 
calling out: “Teasing the girls is asking for kisses!”. That quickly 
stops him, because Owen hates kisses!

Owen will soon be celebrating his birthday. He is going to treat 
the children in his class to little cakes decorated with marzipan 
cars. But of course that is a surprise, so don’t tell anyone!

Owen usually plays in the woods near his school. He uses the 
branches to make a hut and the leaves to cover it. Sometimes he 
also makes a dam in the ditch or a bridge to cross it. In fact, he 
always seems to come home with wet shoes and socks. Once he 
even fell into the ditch. There was duck-weed in his hair and mud 
even in his underpants! Owen can’t swim yet so it is lucky that 
the ditch is not very deep.

THIS IS OWEN
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Paul laughs all the time. He loves to go skateboarding. Next to 
the school is a skateboarding ramp where he and his friends 
practice all kinds of stunts.

Paul has one normal arm and one short arm without fingers. His 
sister calls it his lucky fin, and the other children in the class 
now call it that too. They think he is very clever because with 
only one hand he can do as much as they can with two hands.

He just got a 3D printed hand that really works. It closes when 
he bends his wrist so he can actually pick things up and catch 
a ball. He loves it and is very happy with it.

Paul has a skateboard-hairstyle; it is quite long and is brushed 
forward a little into his face. He likes to wear baggy pants and a 
T-shirt with his green shirt underneath.

Paul was born in summer, on the 27th of August. Usually by that 
time the summer holiday is almost over and he will soon meet 
all his friends back at school.

Paul would like to become a stuntman later. His best stunt is to 
jump up with his skateboard and do a 360 in the air. Can you 
perform a really special stunt?

He collects caps. One wall of his room is covered with them! 
Paul is also very good at painting, using a spray. That is called 
graffiti. He paints wonderful shapes in beautiful colours. Fortuna-
tely he uses chalk-spray so it can be washed off easily!

THIS IS PAUL
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Quentin lives on a farm. He cycles to school, even when it is rai-
ning or snowing, and it is at least half an hour’s ride.

Quentin likes to eat anything that is healthy: milk, vegetables, 
fruit, brown bread, meat, everything! But he also likes sweets.

Quentin is very strong. He often helps out at his father’s farm. 
He lends a hand when the calves are born. Sometimes he even 
helps milking the cows before going to school. Quentin is also 
allowed to bottle-feed the calves every day.

When he had to give a talk at school, he spoke about chickens 
and he brought along real little chicks to school! Don’t you think 
they are really cute?

His doctor noticed that Quentin is colour-blind. That means that 
there are some colours which he cannot see very well. He does 
see when something is red, and in fact it is his favourite colour.

After school he often goes fishing. He likes to boast about the 
huge fishes he has caught. Last week he told everyone that he 
had caught a shark in the ditch! Do you think that is true?

Later he is going to be a farmer, just like his dad. And then he 
will buy a huge, beautiful, bright red tractor.

Quentin’s birthday is exactly one month from today.

THIS IS QUENTIN
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Rose has blond hair, brown eyes and her cheeks are usually 
red.

In spring she is constantly sneezing and it looks as if she has a 
cold. She has hay fever, which means that she is allergic to pol-
len. She is also allergic to cats. That is why she is not allowed to 
have any pets.

Rose loves to write. Only the other day she wrote a story for the 
school newsletter! Writing about elves and dwarves is what she 
likes best, and how they have all sorts of adventures together 
with the animals in the wood.

Rose collects talismans. These are very small charms which are 
said to bring good fortune! She already has lots of them, and 
for her birthday she always asks for new ones. Now she will ha-
ve to wait a while because her birthday was only last week. She 
was treated to a big fresh cream cake, because that is one of 
her favourites. What type of cake do you like best?

THIS IS ROSE
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Sabahat’s parents are Turkish and her mother wears a head 
scarf. Sabahat does not wear a head scarf. She has long black 
hair and dark eyes. Sabahat was born on the 1st of October at 
11:30 p.m.

Her favourite colour is deep pink. She has a raincoat in that co-
lour, deep pink with white dots.

Sabahat is left-handed, which means that she uses her left 
hand to hold her colouring pencils and her pen. She also has a 
special pair of scissors for left-handed children.

She likes to eat Turkish buns. But she thinks sandwiches with 
chocolate spread are yummy too.

Sabahat’s family is very large, with lots of nephews, nieces and 
cousins who often drop by for dinner. Together they cook all 
kinds of delicious food. The children also lend a hand. 

Sabahat herself is already a really good cook. She often bakes 
little cakes which she decorates in different ways. She has a se-
cret recipe which makes them taste good. What no one knows 
is that she adds a little pinch of cinnamon to the dough! Do you 
ever bake cakes or cookies?

THIS IS SABAHAT
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Tessa has brown hair which she usually ties into two pigtails 
held together with a red ribbon.

Tessa goes to a gymnastics club. She can almost do splits al-
ready and recently she won first prize in a gymnastics competi-
tion! She even received a real trophy! Later she wants to beco-
me a PE teacher.

Tessa’s mother and father no longer live together in the same 
house. In the weekend she lives with her father, and during the 
week she lives with her mother.

She was born on December 25th, on Christmas Day! So on her 
birthday she always has the day off!

Tessa stutters. For that reason sometimes you have to wait a 
while to hear what she wants to say.

After school Tessa likes to play with her teen fashion dolls. In 
her room she has a large dollhouse with lots of furniture and 
clothes.

She plays that her dolls compete at different types of gymnas-
tics events. But sometimes she pretends that they get married.

THIS IS TESSA
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Udo is a boy with pale blond hair. His favourite sport is swim-
ming. Three days a week he goes to the pool after school to 
practice swimming lengths. He swims really fast.

Udo has a little difficulty reading. He sometimes mixes up the 
letters of the words and then he does not understand what it 
says. That is why he has special lessons at school and someti-
mes he reads from special books.

He eats a lot. He takes as many as four slices of brown bread in 
his packed lunch, and an apple and a banana! At home he of-
ten eats pasta, like spaghetti or macaroni.

He was born on April 18th, and as it happens that is the same 
day as his father’s birthday! So they always have an extra big 
party on his birthday.

In his room Udo keeps a terrarium with turtles. The terrarium is 
equipped with a heat lamp so the animals are always nice and 
warm. The turtles are often fed endive leaves.

Udo later wants to become a biologist and roam the jungle 
looking for snakes, spiders and crocodiles just like he always 
sees on television. Sometimes he dreams that he really is tram-
ping through the jungle and that he discovers a bright yellow 
snake with purple dots! Would a snake like that really exist? 
What do you think?

THIS IS UDO
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Vera just loves amusement parks. She has a season ticket and 
is able to go as often as she likes. Her favourite ride is the roller-
coaster. It is really fast! Have you ever been to an amusement 
park? What did you like best?

Her room is a fairy-tale room because she also really likes fairy 
tales. She sleeps in a box bed. That is a kind of cupboard with 
doors which has a bed inside. There is a lamp in it, and there 
are paintings on the walls. Her quilt shows a picture of Little 
Red Riding Hood.

For the carnival party Vera dressed up as Snow White. That is 
her favourite fairy-tale person. After school hours she often acts 
out fairy tales. She would like to go to drama classes because it 
would be super to become an actress!

She also likes to model with clay. She prefers to make toad-
stools which she paints red, with white dots. Sometimes she 
tries to do Snow White’s seven dwarves, but that is really diffi-
cult!

Vera has brown hair down to her ears, and a mole on her leg.

She was born on the 1st of April and I am not fooling you!

THIS IS VERA
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William has brown hair and wears glasses. One of his eyes is 
usually covered with a sticker. That is because William has a 
lazy eye. The stickers all have bright colours and he uses a dif-
ferent one every day.

He was born in spring, on the 3rd of May at 4.30 a.m.  His favou-
rite foods are home-made pizzas and cucumber.

William is crazy about cars. Not just racing cars but any type of 
car! That is why later he would like to become a car salesman 
or a racing driver.

His parents do not have much money. That is the reason why 
William has never yet been on holiday. He is putting money asi-
de to buy a go-kart which he can use to ride around outside. 
He already has saved up 43 pounds and 25 pence! He earned 
it by washing the car of his neighbours.  Do you have a piggy 
bank too?

When school is finished he enjoys playing with his cars. He 
puts them in a long line through the whole room! Sometimes he 
plays at being a car salesman with his little sister. He then char-
ges one thousand per car.

THIS IS WILLIAM
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Xander likes camping.  Every year his parents go on holiday 
with a caravan, and he sleeps outside in a tent. He thinks it is 
especially good fun to sleep in a tent when it rains. The pitter-
patter on the canvas is a very comfortable sound.

At home Xander likes to make tents as well. In the living room, 
in his own room or in the attic. Once his parents allowed him to 
put his tent in the garden and even to sleep there!

Xander is a member of the boy scouts. He likes to go out sear-
ching for little animals and to study them closely with a magnify-
ing glass. He always releases them afterwards.

Last year he kept some frog spawn in a bucket. That turned into 
little tadpoles and ultimately into really tiny frogs. He released 
them into a pond. Have you ever seen tadpoles?

Xander has blond hair and blue eyes. He was born in winter, on 
the 3rd of January. He was rather small and that is why he was 
put into an incubator for a while. That is a kind of glass contain-
er with lamps for little babies.

Xander often suffers from eczema in his elbows and at the back 
of his knees. That itches.

THIS IS XANDER
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Yvette is a member of the judo club. She enjoys doing judo and 
has practiced it for several years already.

Yvette has light brown hair and a light brown skin. Her grandfa-
ther and grandmother come from Malaysia.  She loves to eat 
satay and nasi. But she likes chicken soup too.

Yvette likes to play outside. She climbs trees and races her 
mountain bike over the hills in the park. Today she is going to 
bring her spade and together with the other children make yet 
more hills that they can use to jump over with their bikes.

Yvette often has a pain in her tummy. That is because there is a 
tube in her tummy that doesn’t work properly.  It causes a blad-
der infection and then she cannot go to school.

She was born in autumn, on 10th October. When were you 
born?

In the garden she has a big trampoline. Often as many as five 
children at a time are jumping on it! However, they do have to 
take their shoes off. Do you know anyone who has a trampoli-
ne?

THIS IS YVETTE
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Zara has brown curly hair. She has already lost one tooth. Her 
favourite clothes are her red trousers and blue boots.

She often has a cold and has ear aches. That is why last week 
tubes were put into her ears and her tonsils were removed. She 
was allowed to eat lots of ice cream!

At home, Zara has a little kitten. She is white with patches in dif-
ferent colours. That is called a calico cat. The kitten is really 
sweet. Zara still has to think of a name for her. Can you think of 
a good one?

Zara was born on the 25th of June.  She thinks that is good fun 
because last year her birthday coincided with the day of the an-
nual school outing! Do you agree that it is one of the nicest 
days of the year?

Zara likes to observe the moon and the stars. She uses a real 
telescope for this. It even allows you to see the craters and 
mountains on the moon. It also allows you to look at the planets.

Zara dreams of becoming an astronaut. She thinks it would be 
wonderful to look at earth from space. What do you think that 
would look like?

THIS IS ZARA
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Now you have met all the children in classroom 3A. They are all 
different. They all look different and have different hobbies, tastes 
and clothes. That is very normal. 

Whether you are tall or small, have a light or a dark skin, whether 
you are sturdily built or skinny, have blond or red hair, have ten fin-
gers and toes or only five, read fast or more slowly, it really makes 
no difference and is all perfectly acceptable. After all, everyone is 
different from the moment they are born!

Different from the moment they are born and yet all the same. Did 
you know that everyone was born naked? We all eat and drink eve-
ry day. We laugh when we are happy and we go to sleep every 
night. Moreover, everyone has something that they are especially 
good at. Do you know already what you are really good at?

And finally… all children like to play and have fun!!! Surely you do 
too? So we are not really that different!

EVERYBODY IS BORN 
DIFFERENT, OR NOT 
REALLY?
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“Everybody is born different” is a happy book of a class of kids. Normal kids, that all have something special. 
They all look different, like other things and all have something that is different. They are all born different!    

Nice for children to recognize themself in it and good to know that everybody has something special 
eventhough you might not see it at first sight, The book teaches children to accept other children the way they 

are. Because they know: Everbody is born different!

For children from 3 to 8 years old. 
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